
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Sometimes it seemed as if nothing _________________________.1.
(accomplish)

was being accomplished

And then he wondered where he __________________, and for what
purpose.
2.

(take)
was being taken

The sun was near setting when at last the princess and her companions
reached the spot where the feast _________________.
3.

(hold)was being held

On all sides the battle ___________________.4. (fight)was being fought

Despair seized him for an instant, for he __________________ back.5.
(bear)

was being borne

Something old was coming back to her; something new
__________________.
6.

(give)was being given

Next he knew it ___________________ gently upon his back.7. (place)was being placed

They gave Shelton the impression that he ___________________, and
mocked, enticed, initiated.
8.

(judge)
was being judged

He ____________________ at more than he cared about.9. (laugh)was being laughed

How pleasant her position would be while such a case
__________________!
10.

(try)was being tried

And slowly but inexorably the ship of space __________________
downward toward the ship of ocean's depths.
11.

(draw)
was being drawn

Once more they knew that they ___________________ off it.12. (blow)were being blown

Gazing down upon it from the mountain, the shepherd was surprised to
see that a portion of the famous amphitheatre had been roofed in, as though
some performance ____________________.

13.

(enact)was being enacted

However, the boys doubted that they ______________________.14.
(follow)

were being followed
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A hawser ___________________ from below to secure the enemy's ship;
but before it could be used she broke adrift, to the disappointment of the
British tars.

15.

(get up)

was being got up

While it ____________________, he walked up and down the room, and
was able, without being noticed, to pick up one of those small sharp-pointed
steel knives with pearl handles which are used for cutting fruit at dessert.

16.

(bring)

was being brought

She ____________________ away, and she had not strength to resist.17.
(carry)

was being carried

And this was the hour her fate ____________________ for her.18. (decide)was being decided

They told him your room ________________ ready for your return.19. (get)was being got

The young man was so lost in thought, that he did not notice that he
____________________.
20.

(watch)was being watched
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